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Abstract
Transformations of military enterprises seek to use technology to gain better performance, provide
more effective outcomes, and excel in the space and time of confrontation. Enterprise Architecture
should provide methods and competencies to gain more understanding of transformations and
improve the success of these journeys. However, military transformations have a record of a variety
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pattern or line of correlation. Still, they seem to be distributed through the layers of the military
structure. Despite the evident problem and risk to national security, there is a surprising lack of
research in this ﬁ eld.
The dissertation approaches the challenges in military transformations from an enterprise
architecture view in a quest to ﬁnd models that would better explain the interrelationships between
the military environment, affairs, knowledge, information, and technology over time—in other
words, trying to engage an evolutionary enterprise and see where it may be going. The dissertation
approaches the problem from a pragmatic view using a design science approach to create a better
tool in modelling the dynamics and evolution of the military enterprise. Since the components and
layers of an enterprise follow a different logic, the design needs to apply transdisciplinary research
methods appropriate to each layer of the enterprise system.
The proposed EA tool improves the quality of an enterprise architect's analysis of military
transformations in recognising the current situation, seeing the paths of evolution leading to the
current position, and foreseeing both the challenges and opportunities in journeys towards the
strategic end state. Furthermore, the EA tool reveals some of the hidden forces driving or hindering
the change of an enterprise, and therefore improving the success of digital transformation in the
military context. The military decision making may beneﬁt from the improved architectural insight
and foresight when deﬁ ning national-level strategies, implementing changes, maintaining
operational capabilities, and, lately, obtaining the most out of their digital transformations.
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Tiivistelmä
Sotilasorganisaatiot käyttävät muutoksissaan teknologiaa voidakseen parantaa tuottavuutta,
tuloksellisuutta ja saavuttaa konﬂ iktissa vastustajaan nähden ajallinen ja tilallinen ylivoima.
Kokonaisarkkitehtuurin tulisi tarjota menetelmiä ja osaamista kehittää muutoksen suunnittelua
sekä toimeenpanoa organisaatioiden eri kehityspoluilla. Ikävä kyllä sotilasorganisaatioiden
muutokset ovat kohdanneet useita vastoinkäymisiä eivätkä ole välttämättä saavuttaneet asetettuja
tavoitteita. Saattaa olla, että kokonaisarkkitehtuurin harjoittajien yritys mallintaa organisaation
e volu utiot a on kuin yritt äisi osua liikkuvaan maaliin. Muu tokse n hallinnan e p äonnistumise t e ivät
näytä noudattavan mitään yksinkertaista mallia tai lineaaarista korrelaatiota, vaan hajautuvat
jokaiseen organisaatiorakenteen kerrokseen. Sotilasorganisaation muutoksen kausaliteeteihin
liittyvää tutkimukseen perustuvaa julkista tietoa löytyy yllättävän vähän ottaen huomioon
epäonnistumisten vaikutuksen kansalliseen turvallisuuteen.
Väitöskirja lähestyy sotilasorganisaation muutosta kokonaisarkkitehtuurin näkökulmasta pyrkien
löytämään parempia malleja sotilaallisen ympäristön, toiminnan, tietämyksen, tiedon ja
teknologian keskinäisriippuvuuksiin, eli lisätä ymmärrystä sotilasorganisaation evoluutiosta, ja
nähdä selkeämmin sen kehitysmahdollisuuksia. Väitös lähestyy haastetta pragmaattisesti
hyödyntäen insinööritieteiden menetelmiä luodakseen kokonaisarkkitehtuurivälineistön
organisaation osien välisen dynamiikan ja evoluution mallintamiseen.
Kehitetty kokonaisarkkitehtuurivälineistö parantaa suunnittelijoiden kykyä hahmottaa
sotilasorganisaation nykyinen kehityksen tilanne, suunnitella tulevat muutospolut, ja osoittaa sekä
haasteet että mahdollisuudet muutos-strategian toteuttamisessa. Lisäksi välineistö auttaa
kokonaisarkkitehteja ymmärtämään voimia, jotka joko edesauttavat tai hidastavat
organisaatiomuutosta ja siten parantavat sotilasorganisaation digitaalisen muutoksen tavoitteiden
saavuttamista. Sotilasorganisaatioiden muutoksen hallinnan päätöksentekijät hyötyvät näistä
arvioista ja ennusteista suunnitellessaan kansallisia puolustusstrategioita, muutoksen
toimeenpanoa, ylläpitäessään operatiivisia kyvykkyyksiä tai rakentaessaan uusia kyvykkyyksiä
digitaalisella muutoksella.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, the author has been involved or has observed many failures and
successes in military transformations holding the role of an Enterprise Architecture (EA) practitioner. First in the Defence Forces of Finland and then studying or consulting other Armed Forces on their transformational programmes
or intents. The quest to foresee obstacles or opportunities on a map of the optional roads of transformation is the most effort consuming and the least accurate. The research arises from the frustration of not being able to advise better
on how to navigate each road. Whether the challenge stems from the complexity
of the enterprise, lack of modelling tools, or just practitioners’ inability to comprehend, it is hard to find the sound causality when the deadline for the perfect
transformation plan approaches. It is like trying to engage a moving target: create a stable foundation for aim, see where the target is currently, and approximate where it may be in the future. Accordingly, the research aims to design an
architecture model and tool, i.e. a stable foundation to aim and engage a moving
enterprise, to help military enterprise architects work faster and more systematically on analysing the transformation of military affairs.
The research uses a multidisciplinary approach in trying to improve modelling
the complexity of the interdependent layers of a socio-technical, adaptive system called a military enterprise. The study of dynamics between the components
of an enterprise and its environment seeks for understanding the evolution of
the military enterprise. The definition of evolution in this research approaches
phenomena of change from a system dynamics [1] viewpoint assuming that socio-technical systems seeks equilibrium but evolves as social or physical networks are changing. [2, p. 12] The logic for the evolution of these networks uses
Joel Mokyr’s theory [3] to explain the conditions for institutional choices and
adaptations to functional innovations. The designed architecture tool is demonstrated in two case studies and evaluated in practice.
The tool for enterprise architects helps them to communicate better with strategy and transformation planners, clarify the options for decisionmakers and,
therefore, improve the success of the implementation. The tool becomes even
more useful when emerging technologies and new abilities such as Artificial Intelligence, Cyber, Social Media, Nanotechnology, or enhanced human abilities
are considered to accelerate military capabilities. The following sections provide
a view of the challenge, definition of the problem, an explanation of the research
approach, and finally, introduces the research process and the content of this
dissertation.
11
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1.1

Feeling the Challenge in the Military Context

Military seeks to fulfil the mission given by the government, using the resources
made available by the supporting society. To defend the nation and counter the
improving capabilities of their adversaries, the military seeks to transform to
keep up in “the two-level interplay of the armed offensive and defensive capabilities of states and states perceptions of each other’s intentions” [1]. The transformation of a military enterprise, a multi-layered system of systems of people,
processes and technology [2, pp. 36-37], is becoming more complicated [3], possibly slower [4, pp. 25-32], more internationally related [5], more holistic [6],
and, therefore, more challenging. Furthermore, converging digital technology,
data science, and new business models open opportunities [7] to the military for
their digital transformation. Both the fast-paced change, varying strategic postures, and adopting the emerging opportunities may provide military planners
with both opportunities and challenges in designing and executing their transformations.
Military planners use methods of strategic analysis [8], operational analysis
[9], systems design [10] and, recently, also enterprise architecture [11] to make
more definite sense of the situation of their enterprises and define realistic
roadmaps for their transformations. Unfortunately, even well-planned transformations have failed to achieve the intended end-states. These failures, sampled
in Table 1, may have been caused by:
x Shortcomings of over-ambitious operational analyses [12],
x Weaknesses in defining core competencies, processes, and business of
an enterprise [13, pp. 24-25],
x Challenges to define what needs to be changed in the enterprise to gain
the required capabilities [14, pp. 4-5],
x Inability to transform because of long dependencies in value chains [15,
p. 77],
x Failure to see that human behaviour, systems technology, and assets
structure defines a network of value creation [16, p. 7], or
x Misunderstandings of the political agenda or the changing security environment [17].
Subsequently, reduced requirements management [18] or failure to provide
benefits [19], [20], [21] have also affected the outcome when developing digitalised military capabilities.
Enterprise Architecture (EA) has been used over 20 years within military organisations (DODAFv1 2003, MODAFv1 2005, NAFv1 2005) to make sense of
their technology, data, information, functional structures, and their transformations. [28, p. 2] Nevertheless, the military is facing various challenges in using the EA frameworks to support their transformations as the samples from the
U.S. Armed Forces illustrate in Table 2.
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Table 1. Samples of challenges and failures in military transformations

Organisation

Era of
transformatio
n
2000

Main Challenge

Main Cause of the Failure

Network Enabled Capabilities to create more effect
out by connecting post-Cold
War armament platforms

Försvaret,
Sweden

2000

Puolustusvoimat,
Finland

2008

US DOD

2000

Canada

19802000

Nätverkbaserad Försvaret, a
significant transformation of
Cold War-era force to
smaller, digitalised and information enabled.
The reorganisation of the
Defence of Finland from
“stovepiped” Services to
three Joint Commands taking responsibility for the
joint defence in their area of
operation.
Force Transformation to improve the Situational Awareness of troops and implement the new doctrine.
The transformation from
Cold War capabilities to
meet post 911 threats

The common C4ISTAR platform was
missing until ISAF operation demanded the Afghan Mission Network
be assembled by 2012. This led to
NATO Federated Mission Network established by 2015 [22]
Implementation was on its way when
the Government decided to cut the
spending, thus halting the new investments. [23]

NATO

Despite the apparent intention, renewed C4ISTAR capabilities and reorganisation, the FINDEF failed to establish Joint Commands mainly due
to the cultural challenges. [24, p. 13]

The ISR transformation [25] left the
division and higher levels with digital
awareness but neglected the lower
troops [26].
The transformation was not meeting
the timeliness due to the lack of renewed education for officers [27].

Table 2. Samples from the US DoD implementation of EA to support the transformation

Organisation

EA
Framework

US DoD
[29]

DODAF
2001

US DoD
[30]

DODAF
2008

US DoD
[31]

DODAF
2011

US DoD
[32]

D0DAF
2012
DOD
IEAv2

Challenge

Possible cause

DoD does not have enterprise
architecture descriptions for financial management and ends
spending a lot into unique and
non-standard processes unable
to interoperate.
EA usage needs to achieve a
level of maturity within the military before they can support in
transformation.
The Services are still far from
achieving the required level of
maturity (avg. 20% were fully
satisfied and avg. 37% not satisfied).
Enterprise-level guidance taken
further from being just compliant with requirements defining

The DODAF was not officially
launched, so there were fewer
tools to manage enterprise level
development of even one process (financial)
EA was a new tool to illustrate
the structure and processes of
an organisation
The Services continue investing
in their information systems
without having a mature way to
illustrate their transformation.
The EA work was refocused
from pure compliance to
achieve enterprise-level capabilities.
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Organisation

EA
Framework

US DoD
[33]

DODAF
2013

US DoD
[34]

DODAF
2018

Challenge

the overall organisational capabilities of DoD.
Even though DOD has spent
more than ten years and at
least $379 million on its business enterprise architecture, its
ability to use the architecture
to guide and constrain investments has been limited.
The strength of DOD’s policies
for managing and overseeing
major automated information
system programs varies.

Possible cause

The transformation plan still
lacks details like performance
measures, timing, or portfoliobased decisions. EA is not supporting investment decisions.

EA and transformation portfolio
do not entirely support, for example, baseline estimates on
program cost and schedule
goals, identifying thresholds to
identify high risk, and requiring
periodic reports.

When a military transformation fails to provide the intended security capabilities, the transformation command wastes unique resources. The failure may
also open an opportunity for an adversary to gain a strategic advantage and
temptation to exploit it [35, p. 408]. The severity of the possible failure requires
better tools to understand and model the transformation. The holistic understanding becomes increasingly vital as some of the emerging technologies, e.g.,
unmanned autonomous systems, machine learning, nanotechnology, and human enhancing may provide the adversary with a surprising strategic advantage. In this situation, a military enterprise needs to have the flexibility to
adjust and recover from the surprise through a fast transformation. The research aims to create an improved enterprise architecture model to support the
transformation command of armed forces.

1.2

Objectives and Scope for the Research

The main objective of this research is to design a modelling tool for military enterprise architecture practitioners. Given the challenge of navigation the roads
of military transformation and the handicap of the enterprise architecture models available, the primary research question is:
How to improve the understanding of the evolution and interrelationships of components of an enterprise and navigate securely on
the digital transformation roads of a military enterprise?
Since the enterprise architecture is “a blueprint of the enterprise that provides a common understanding of the organisation and is used to align strategic objectives and tactical demands” [36], the tool should first improve the
ability to give sound advice to transformation commanders while improving the
understanding of changing a complex enterprise applying modern technology.
Secondly, the tool should provide a holistic systems view of a military enterprise
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including strategic, cultural, business, information, and technology layers to
help architects in analysing the interrelationships of different layers of the system of systems as pictured at a high level in Figure 1. Thirdly, the tool should
introduce the architectural evolution of military systems to help architects in
defining the journeys this far (AS-IS) and propose more realistic roads towards
the end-states (TO-BE).
The research focuses on improving the modelling of the evolution of a military
enterprise in its core knowledge creation processes of organisational learning,
sense-making, and decision-making. The focus is on these three since they are
essential in digital transformations of military affairs [37]. Furthermore, the
scope for the research is multidisciplinary [38] because the evolution of each
layer of the enterprise falls into different sciences, and the research needs to
transfer forces of interrelationship from one science to another [39, p. 21].

Figure 1. Orientation for military enterprise architecture in digital transformation

The research promotes a novel model for the evolution of an enterprise since
the existing models and frameworks have constraints in their ways of describing
the forces affecting the evolution. During the research, it also came apparent
that existing models of military affairs focus mainly on the clash of the Blue and
Red forces of different kinds [40] and not the evolution of military value stream.
Therefore, the research promotes a new approach to model military affairs. Finally, the research found that the existing EA frameworks do not support well
understanding the dynamics between the enterprise components in transformations [41]. In conclusion, the design of the tool uses a novel way to illustrate
the dynamics between the components and their environment.
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1.3

Research Approach and Structure of the Dissertation

The research chooses to view the challenge from a pragmatic position [42, p. 11]
because of the emergence of the challenge and the aim of the research. Firstly,
the challenge has emerged to the author and his colleagues over the years practising enterprise architecture. The long experience gathered over the years has
led to the seeking of a broader context for the possible causes of failures in transformation. Therefore, the research is reaching out along the social, historical,
political, and technical dimensions trying to seek understanding of the phenomena. Secondly, the aim is to provide a feasible tool for enterprise architects to
understand and predict better the digital transformation of armed forces.
Therefore, the overall research method follows design science focusing on problem-solving and designing an artificial tool [43, pp. 11-13]. Each partial research
tries to use the applicable methods of the chosen scientific approach. Therefore,
the research uses mixed methods in trying to understand the socio-technical
evolution [44] from an interpretive viewpoint [45, pp. 16-18].
The ontological paradigm assumes Armed Forces or military enterprise as an
open, complex, socio-technical system of systems [46, pp. 3-9] based on systems
theory [47, pp. 149-154], i.e. a combination of interacting systems made of interdependent components that are effected when engaging the environment in
a manner not evident by direct observation. Nevertheless, the system of systems
realises properties, behaviours, and capabilities that achieve stated purposes.
The research uses the ontologies of the TOGAF architecture framework [48] to
model the components and their interaction within an enterprise. The ontology
of evolution dimension uses mainly the Mokyr’s model of knowledge economy
[49]. The purpose of the tool is to predict better the journey of transformation.
Therefore, the research creates a comprehensive schematic framework for each
layer of enterprise structure with a life-line of the featured evolution for each
layer.
The research evaluates each layer of life-line constructs separately in the inductive process from a post-positivistic view [42, p. 7]. Eventually, the research
designs a holistic system model and demonstrates it to confirm the feasibility of
both the parts and the whole [50, p. 23]. The high-level research approach is a
spiralling cycle of the deductive process for creating a framework and constructs, and the inductive process of testing the feasibility of the model. [45, pp.
20-24]
The dissertation follows the sequence of Design Science Research Framework
[51] that introduces the problem, designs the artefact, demonstrates its applicability, and evaluates its feasibility as illustrated in Figure 2. First, Chapter 2 creates a theoretical foundation for each of the three challenges – 1. Evolution of
system, 2. Military Affairs, and 3. Enterprise architecture in change management. Secondly, Chapter 3 summarises the design of an evolutionary model for
all separate views of architecture and composes the evolutionary EA tool.
Thirdly, Chapter 4 introduces two demonstrators of the evolutionary EA tool
that provide data to evaluate the feasibility of the tool in Chapter 5, which also
communicates the solution.
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Figure 2. Design Science Research process for artificial structures

The research is divided into eight (I-VIII) sub-studies and publications explained in Figure 3. Publication I creates and tests the theory for the evolution
of military enterprise structures. Publications II-VI study the evolution of military enterprise structure as separate layers of information and communications
technology, information security, information management, and business together with culture. Finally, the case studies in Publication VII for military
change management and Publication VIII for adaptation the features of Artificial Intelligence demonstrate and evaluate the feasibility of the designed holistic, hypothetical architecture framework called the “EA tool”.

Figure 3. The publications compiled to the dissertation
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2. Methodology and Research Approach

The research chooses to view the challenge from the pragmatic position [52]
since the aim is to provide a feasible EA tool for enterprise architects trying to
analyse and foresee the digital transformation of armed forces. The research approaches the subject first from deduction [43] rather than induction since an
open system of systems [53, pp. 45-90] has so many intra- and interrelationships that the amount and variety of collected data would not make similar sense
without a theoretical orientation model. Therefore, this chapter seeks first to
create a research toolbox for addressing the specific problems in each separate
discipline. Secondly, the evolution of an enterprise as an open, complex adaptive system needs a model to explain better the forces affecting the transformation. Thirdly, one needs to test if the transformation of military enterprise
follows the more generic evolutionary model. Fourthly, one needs to review
where existing enterprise architecture frameworks or models genuinely fall
short in modelling the dynamic evolution. Finally, all this compose a coherent
hypothesis of a model of military enterprise.

2.1

Background

Although the research uses a transdisciplinary [38] combination of social, business, and military sciences to study the layers of the socio-technical construction, engineering science defines the primary method. Therefore, the methods
of design sciences [43, pp. 47-58] help to merge the results of sub-studies, design an artefact (a holistic new model for EA), demonstrate, evaluate and, finally, communicate the results [51]. Table 3 illustrates the approaches and
methods used in sub-studies. Each study uses the appropriate scientific approach without forgetting the complexity of the bigger picture. Most of the evolutionary studies use the model deducted and tested in Publication I. Nevertheless, Publication II uses historical reasoning [54], and Publication III uses the
path-creation model [55] to triangulate the primary evolutionary approach defined in Publication I. Since the foremost challenge is to manage the evolution
of enterprise architecture, the time dimension is mostly longitudinal. However,
the demonstration and evaluation of the holistic architecture model use a cross-
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sectional approach because of the practical scope of architecture work in assessing the existing situation and analysing the optional paths for the development ahead.

Table 3. The approaches and methodology used for this transdisciplinary research and how the
approach helped to mitigate the research problems

Publication vs Science
Research Approach
Evolution of
Systems
the socio-technical system
(Publication I)
Military Affairs
(Publication II)

Military
knowledge
management
(Publication
III)
Military information management (Publication IV)
Military information security (Publication V)
Military ICT architecture
(Publication
VI)

Enterprise architecture in
Military
change management (Publication VII)
EA tool helping to apply
Artificial Intel-

Data

Extreme
case sampling of
historical
data
Military
Heterogehistory
neous
sampling
of historical data
Knowledge Typical
case sampling of
historical
data
EngineerTypical
ing
case sampling of
historical
data
EngineerTypical
ing
case sampling of
historical
data
EngineerHeterogeing
neous
sampling
of observations
and historical data
Design
Heterogeneous
sampling
of case
study data
Design

Heterogeneous
sampling

Research
Methodology
Experiment

Time
dimension
Longitudinal

Approach to
Evolution

Case
study,
experiment

Longitudinal

Historical reasoning

Experiment

Longitudinal

Path-creation

Design,
Demonstration,
Evaluation

Longitudinal

Knowledgedriven

Survey

Longitudinal

Knowledgedriven

Case
study

Longitudinal

Knowledgedriven

Demonstration =
Experimentation
with Case
study data
Demonstration =
Experimentation

Crosssectional

Combination

Crosssectional

Combination

Knowledgedriven
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ligence in Military Enterprise
(Publication
VIII)

of case
study data

The transdisciplinary research aims to understand the whole enterprise, in all
of its complexities, instead of focusing only on parts of it. Indeed, transdisciplinary research involves across the disciplines, between the disciplines and beyond the disciplines [56]. Therefore, this research evolves spiralling between
scientific methods and non-scientific practices. The research follows a process
that provides constant feedback from application in practice to model development in theory. The process provides an iterative approach to verify the outcome, reduces the complexity, and meets the practitioner’s reality, similar to the
engineering method called spiral development [57]. The sub-studies tried first
to understand how things are or have been. Then use that knowledge to foresee
the journeys towards the future. [43, pp. 49-50]
Considerably early in this sequence of research spirals in seeking an improved
EA tool to model military transformations, the author faced three challenges,
which then turned into the research sub-questions:
1. The evolution of an enterprise seemed hard to describe. How had the
organisation reached the current position, what are the interdependencies of the current position, and how to continue the journey onwards? In essence, why evolution happened this way, and how does
that affect the future. Therefore, the sub-question for the research was:
What are the forces and interrelationships in effect when an enterprise
evolves and how to model them better to understand the journey?
2. The models for armed forces as an enterprise were scarce. There were
many describing the clash between two forces in war or as capabilities,
but less describing the actual enterprise to utilise, generate, or support
forces as a system. Therefore, the second sub-question for the research
was: How do an Armed Forces function as an enterprise in a particular
military environment and how to model Military Affairs?
3. The Enterprise Architecture Frameworks widely used in the military
are not supporting the evolutionary approach over time but provide a
cross-dimensional snapshot at a given time. The approach leads to linear roadmaps between current (AS-IS) and future (TO-BE) without realising the challenges or opportunities on the journey. Therefore, the
third sub-question for the research emerged to be: How to improve the
TOGAF to model better the dynamics of transformation of a military
value stream?
The next sections describe further the existing research, approaches and,
shortly, provide conceptual answers to these questions.
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2.2

Theory for the Evolution of a Socio-technical System of systems

The section elaborates the existing research concerning the evolutionary models
of a system of systems and defines the improved model used mainly in this research.
2.2.1

Related Research

There are both social and technical science frameworks available to model the
evolution of an enterprise as a system of systems. Social and economic sciences
both use path dependency [58] to explain evolutionary changes in institutions
[59]. The path dependency means that previous decisions affect the future
points of decision. For example, the past choice may prevent an institution from
reversing or choosing other alternatives available. A long, possibly successful,
path of development may even lead to a lock-in situation, where an institute
cannot switch into another path even if that is more beneficial [60]. Some studies [61] [62] use this method to explain why the Armed Forces have or have not
changed. Nevertheless, the path dependency describes one explanation for the
linear evolution based on acknowledged decisions in the enterprise [63, pp. 172175]. However, it does not necessarily explain the more emerging evolution of
interdependent enterprise components [64, pp. 15-29].
Approaching the evolution from a broader viewpoint, Gunderson and Holling
[65] model the evolution of adaptive ecological systems as a closed-loop of
quartal phases in the life-cycle of an ecosystem. A system evolves through its life
following sequential phases of exploitation, conservation, release, and reorganisation. The cyclic approach is used as a foundation for the Hype Cycles of Gartner ICT consulting company [66] and by Steve Jobs [67] in his former business
approach. This cyclic model explains how the new system is gradually exploited
as connectivity between the elements increase. The system reaches its natural
maximum (plateau) at the conservation phase and, after that, may suddenly disintegrate or be replaced as other systems take over.
Technical and systems sciences [47] sometimes uses Joel Mokyr’s [68]
knowledge-based evolutionary theory to explain the conditions for institutional
choices and adaptation of functional innovations. Mokyr [49] promotes
knowledge (like the DNA in biological evolution) as a basis for decisions and
implementation in creating new ways of value or performance within an institute. The open System of systems (SoS) evolves through time in interaction with
its society and environment. Mokyr proposes that designing or building a technical system requires access to useful knowledge. The useful knowledge at the
time (t) defines the characters of the current System (SoS). The institute uses
the system for a function in an environment. Research or experimenting with
existing systems can create new knowledge (t+1). If the newly collected
knowledge appears to be useful, the new system (SoS’) is designed and build.
Natural selection occurs when the community is comparing new (SoS’) and old
(SoS) system and adopting either for further use or reproduction. In conclusion,
the path dependency is emphasising historical causality, and the cyclic model
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applies well in long-term evolution or the short-cyclic environment. In contrast,
the knowledge-driven model covers all the previous scenarios but also includes
more discrete opportunities for evolution. Therefore, the research chooses the
latter approach for the primary logic to improve the understanding of the evolution of the military system of systems.
2.2.2

Created Evolutionary Model for System of systems

The research in Publication I builds on the Mokyr’s knowledge-driven evolution
model seeking better ways to describe the forces of interrelationships when
components of an enterprise are evolving. Nevertheless, the Military SoS does
not develop as a monolith entity but as a “flux of events and processes” through
interactive components [53]. Since Mokyr does not include the granularity of
more complex evolution in his model, the research adopts the modular adaptation from Andriani and Carigani [69] to improve the understanding of compartmentalised and iterative development.
The knowledge creation is in the core of the evolution of System of systems.
Therefore, Cattani’s model of preadaptation [70] for intentional knowledge creation improves the modelling of research and development. Subsequently,
Choo’s approach in the Knowing Organisation [71] explains further the forces
affecting information processing within an enterprise. The model improves essential R&D functions with the Need-Seek-Use process. Furthermore, the adaptation or preadaptation are not the only ways System of systems evolve. For instance, Christensen introduces exaptation (copying a feature from entirely other
use) [72] as a possible path for evolution.
In conclusion, the composed evolutionary model in Figure 4, created and
tested in Publication I, has three main paths for System of systems evolution:
1. Preadaptation is driven by the need to develop a new SoS’. It includes
research, experimenting, or acquiring new knowledge with other
means. Several optional solutions may be produced and explored to
find the best fit. Gained knowledge and prototypes (t+1) are used to
design new SoS’ to fulfil the requirements of the new function.
2. Adaptation happens when the SoS is co-opted gradually for different
use without necessarily understanding why it fits the new role. Therefore, the knowledge (t+1) is gained afterwards from the practice.
3. Exaptation occurs when component C from another system is co-opted
as part of SoS’ in making it more efficient or better fitting to the purpose. Sometimes just experimenting with a variety of existing means
will prove new ways.
After evaluating the composed model against general system theory [47] [39,
pp. 11-12], research simplified the forces affecting the evolution as drive, resistance, friction, and entropy. Finally, a pragmatic, optimistic approach provides the model with an incline towards development. Thus, following the exploitation phase in the Panarchy model [65].
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Figure 4. Evolution model for military System of systems based on knowledge economic approach

In conclusion, the concept for the system of systems evolution provides the
model for studying the evolution of components in each layer of a military enterprise. Next, the research studies a military enterprise for its outstanding features compared to other types of enterprise.

2.3

Theory Behind the Purpose and Structure of Military Enterprise

The section discusses the existing approaches to model military affairs and introduces a novel methodology built mainly for enterprise networks.
2.3.1

Related Research

The research studies the evolution of military affairs and tries to see how the
previously defined model for the evolution of an open, complex adaptive system
of systems can explain what has happened through history. Clausewitz [73] defines the Armed Forces in a relationship with Government and Society. When
the Society is facing threats, the Government may assign Armed Forces to solve
them. The main capabilities of the Armed Forces are offensive or defensive,
yielded to fulfil the political aims of the Government. Therefore, the Armed
Forces can be defined as an open system [74] since the environment, society and
governance influence its ways of function.
There are several ways to model the conflict and confrontation of two opposing forces. Dupuy seeks for an optimum combat power formula and creates a
tactical level Quantified Judgement Model [75, pp. 81-89]. Biddle builds on that
and simplifies the operational level confrontation between a modern-system
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and a non-modern system categorising them using the abilities of firepower,
mobility, and information [40, pp. 66-77]. Angstrom and Widen try to find a
connection between the principles of war and the outcome of the war and conclude that the war may even be more of an art than science [76, pp. 89-91]. Hammes extends Toffler’s [77] concept for generations of war, recognising the evolutionary nature of warfare, and defining the 4th generation warfare by opening
the lines of operation at political, social, and economic domains [78, pp. 207223]. Accordingly, the evolution of warfare is recognised but what kind of military enterprise succeeds in managing the continuous transformation remains
undefined.
However, Van Creveld [4, pp. 104-123] explains the build-up of the industrial
age Armed Forces as duplication of the functions of civilian society, while trying
to maintain the flexibility required in the operations. Industrial age forces try to
keep all wheels of the enormous machine lubricated through continuous exercising and engage the adversary as a system. Since the Armed Forces are composed of personnel, processes, and technology [76], it can also be studied as a
socio-technological system [44], where the interaction between social and technical factors creates conditions for successful organisational performance.
Moreover, the multiple interrelations define the Armed Forces also as a complex
system [79] or even a chaoplexic system [80], where the capability elements and
fields of their relationships create a purposeful [81] system of systems [82] but,
especially in a hostile environment, unpredictable because of its interactions,
friction, and change. In conclusion, there does not seem to exist a model for
military affairs as a value stream which is more applicable in transformational
studies [41]. However, there is a possibility to build on Van Creveld’s concept
and compose parts from other works, as explained in the following section.
2.3.2

Created Model for Military Affairs Value Streams

The research in Publication II defines military enterprise, and its relation to environment and society using Clausewitz triad of Government, Society, and Military [73] improved with Huntington’s relationship model [6, pp. 345-373] between the three entities. The triad is further extended with the composition
model of Angstrom and Widen [76]. The model also uses Bousquet’s chaoplexicity [80] and Maier’s [82] approach to System of systems. Consequently, military affairs appear now as a value stream built from interactive capability components rather than parts of a hierarchical, functionally divided organisation.
Therefore, modelling military affairs may benefit from the use of some basic
principles of business architecture.
Accordingly, the underlying business model for military affairs illustrated in
Figure 5 includes key processes for utilisation, generation, and support of force
[83]. The force utilisation divides into protection, manoeuvring and engaging.
The force generation usually includes the recruitment of personnel, acquisition
or development of material assets and training of units. The force support may
include providing supplies, evacuation, and restoration of assets or units.
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Figure 5. A high-level systemic presentation of armed forces (without governance)

The research in Publication II chooses to apply the value chain posture model
of Gattorna [16] because it reflects the interrelationships outside of the enterprise without forgetting the violent nature of the competition between Blue and
Red. Moreover, the Ross et al. [14] process model appears to reflect well the
dynamics of the inner structures of military organisations. In conclusion, the
hypothetical interconnected model for military affairs seems to address the
open complex socio-technical system of systems features which may provide a
better way to understand a military enterprise as a value stream. The novel
model for military affairs is further defined and tested in Section 3.1. Next, the
research studies the existing enterprise architecture tools and their usability for
modelling the above military affairs.

2.4

Theory of Enterprise Architecture and its Ability to Model
Change

The Section discusses the gaps in existing EA models for managing evolution
and introduces an extension to the TOGAF framework that supports both value
streams and different kinds of enterprise evolution.
2.4.1

Related Research

Enterprise Architecture [84] proposes additional value to help enterprise strategists, planners, and transformation implementers in creating a better understanding of the complex composition of the enterprise. First, the Zachman
framework [85] introduced multiple views to consider the interdependent enterprise structure as an ontology. Later, the TOGAF framework [86] presented
a content framework, architecture development method, and reference models
for architecture artefacts. Among several other EA methods, these frameworks
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provide an enterprise architect with tools to understand better the complex
structure of the enterprise and make it easier to communicate between the different views of strategists, business executives, data scientists, and engineers.
Nevertheless, the existing architecture models have failed to capture the dynamic adaptability of the socio-technical enterprise [41]. Several types of research [87] [88] propose ways to improve modelling the dynamic nature of architectural components and their interrelationship. Furthermore, enterprise architecture has been proposed to extend over the boundaries [89], including
stakeholders along the value chain [90, pp. 7-25]. Unfortunately, the existing
business architecture frameworks or reference models do not entirely support
the evolution or value stream as surveyed for Table 4.
Table 4. Features of significant enterprise and military architecture frameworks and reference

models

EA models vs change
Zachman Architecture Model [85]
Object Management Group Architecture
Framework, TOGAF [91]
eTOM Business Process Framework [92]
Supply Chain Operations Reference
Model [93]
Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework [94]
DOD Architecture Framework [95]
MOD Architecture Framework [96]
NATO Architecture Framework [97]

Strategy/ Elements
Yes

Capability
Yes

Value
stream
-

Evolution
Linear

Yes

-

Yes

Linear

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Linear

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

-

Linear
Linear
Linear

Few of the existing models can describe artefacts like capabilities which are intra-enterprise drivers for military development, and none of the models recognises other but linear ways to model evolution. The linear evolution approach
constraints EA practitioners with a predetermined roadmap for enterprise
change [31]. In conclusion, the main challenge from the military affairs viewpoint is the current frameworks’ lack of value stream and evolutionary transformation models or as David Bohm [41, p. 61] says:
“What is needed is a relativistic theory, to give up altogether the notion that the
world is constituted of basic objects or building blocks. Rather one has to view
the world in terms of the universal flux of events and processes.”

2.4.2

Created Model for the Evolution

Publication VI introduces a way to address the evolution and interrelationships
of the components of military enterprise at architecture ontology level. Firstly,
there is the relationship and impact of the environment of a military enterprise.
The components are assumed to be intertwined and connected with the three
levels of the environment: Organisation, Micro and Macro [98]. The organisational environment is defined in the military by the main processes of force utilisation, support, and generation [73, p. book 5]. Vendors, public opinion, per-
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sonnel, allies, and adversaries define the micro-environment. The forces of PESTEL-analysis [99], i.e. politic, economic, social, technology, environment, and
legal, define the macro-environment. The research assumes a model of interrelations illustrated in Figure 6. All three environments do impact the enterprise
system and affect the ways it may transform. Moreover, the Hammes concept
[78, p. 221] for Fourth-generation war and armed forces recognises some of
these relationships and dimensions.

Figure 6. Modelling the environment interrelationships of military affairs

Secondly, there are the interrelationships between the layers and components
of an enterprise that may promote or oppose the transformation. In helping the
architecture practitioners to recognise these forces, the researcher composed in
Publication VII a concept for modelling evolutionary steps and interrelationships between layers in Figure 7. The concept helps in analysing the impact of
forces in transformation, for instance:
x Some organisations may dare to take revolutionary leaps bypassing the
typical evolutionary journey of small steps. Some other organisation
chooses to proceed with one small step at the time. Some organisations may even reverse from the achieved level of function if it meets
considerable opposition or goes beyond the risk appetite.
x In some organisations, the status of upper layer prevents the use of a
more advanced stage of the lower layer. Some other builds the lower
layer first to support the later development at the upper layer.
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Figure 7. A concept for modelling dynamic forces between components and layers of enterprise

Consequently, these additions on the top of the basic TOGAF model change the
EA practice to the degree that requires to measure the feasibility of the designed
EA tool. The research chooses to use a combination of two criteria to measure
the performance of the designed architecture model: Whittle and Myrick [100]
criteria for architecture model, and business benefits of the TOGAF [101] framework. The combination of these criteria ensures both height from strategy down
to IT technology layers and width from team synergy to Return on Investment.
Later in Chapter 4, these criteria come to use in demonstrating and evaluating
the feasibility of the proposed EA tool.

2.5

Synthesis of Hypothesis

The research seeks for an adaptive, evolutionary enterprise architecture model
that sees beyond the boundaries of a traditional enterprise and recognises the
forces affecting the intentions to change the existing structure. Search is out for
a tool that will help architects to analyse the enterprise, and strategic journey
maps more assuredly leading towards lesser failures than experienced previously in examples of Table 1. The theory presented in Publication I, the evolution of a socio-technical system of systems, provides a logical model to study all
changes in military enterprise and understand the underlying forces affecting
the transformation. First, forces are existing within each enterprise layer, promoting or hindering the development. Secondly, forces are affecting from outside of the military enterprise while defining the reality of the change. Thirdly,
some forces are born on one layer but interfere with the development of others.
Therefore, the hypothetical model in Figure 8 should reflect the interacting
forces better than the existing frameworks.
The theoretical model presented in the Publication II for military affairs calls
after understanding of the defence value stream and the nature of the confrontation in conflicting situations where military force may be utilised. Military science sees military capability as a composition of processes and military forces
in interaction with each other, environment and with an adversary. Therefore,
commercial business competition may not be the most feasible way to model
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military confrontation. In conclusion, the model needs to reflect the strategic
posture of confronting military forces and explain the intentions to get more
effect out from force structure and military processes. The profession of enterprise architecture requires that EA tools shall be usable, recognise the basic
principles of the base of knowledge and fulfil common expectations. Therefore,
the designed EA tool needs to fulfil the recognised gaps in modelling the dynamics of the socio-technical system and value stream beyond the enterprise boundaries together with meeting the general expectations of an EA tool. As a result,
the theoretical concept recognises the familiar layers of technology, information, and business as in the TOGAF and Zachman frameworks.

Figure 8. The concept for the hypothesis of an Enterprise Architecture model under design

On the other hand, the research does not cover the entirety of business architecture. However, it focuses on the core of military command and control,
namely sense and decision making and organisational learning. Similarly, in the
technology layer, the focus of research does not include applications but leaves
that for further studies. Also, information architecture is focusing mainly on human created and managed information. The machine created structured and
unstructured data is left out for further studies as the research concentrates on
socio-technical relationships. In conclusion, the hypothetical, high-level model
in Figure 8 addresses the sub-questions of evolution in the Armed Forces and
how to illustrate the forces affecting the transformation. The following chapter
addresses the question of seeking a feasible evolutionary model for each layer of
the enterprise and explains the design of the EA tool.
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3. Designing the Enterprise Architecture
Tool

The chapter explains the design of the new EA tool for an Enterprise Architecture analysis and modelling, mostly applicable to military organisations. The
design uses research methods feasible for each layer of the organisational structure and combines the findings to holistic design and description of the EA tool.
The design applies the layers of the TOGAF enterprise architecture model [47]
starting from the environment, culture, and business layer (Publications II and
III) and introducing the partial studies of evolution at information (Publication
IV), security (Publication V) and technology layers (Publication VI). The layers
are then merged into an enterprise architecture tool demonstrated in the practice of digital transformation (Publication VII) and implementation of features
of Artificial Intelligence (Publication VIII) in a military enterprise.

3.1

Model for Evolution of Military Affairs - culture and business
views

Publication II studies the evolution of military affairs from TOGAF business
layer viewpoint but extends it with dimensions of business planning [8, pp. 4952], military capability [102], and value stream [103] in the context of enterprise
evolution [104]. Publication II approaches the challenges of the business architect in a military environment with pragmatic intent to deduct a hypothetic
model in helping architects to analyse military enterprises at a business level.
Publication II introduces a strategic theory for military enterprise analysis by
combining the following three concepts combined in Figure 9:
1. The confrontation model applied from Clausewitz [73] statement of
the triad between society, military, and government. Therefore, the
value-stream of defence reaches way beyond the boundaries of the military organisation.
2. The strategic posture framework developed by John Gattorna [16] explains options that armed forces can obtain in infinite competition
against their adversaries. The posture chosen in the competition can
be either Evolutionary, Operational, Pathfinder, or Protective.
3. The process framework prepared by Ross, Weill, and Robertson [14]
explains options for arranging the processes and their integration
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within an enterprise. The process approach within an enterprise can
be either Diversify, Replicate, Unify, or Coordinate.
The research studies the hypothetical model by running it through several recorded changes of military strategies and transformations. When enough indications that verify the model are recognised, the roadmap for military enterprise
businesses is exposed to three cases of military change. The experiment aims to
explain situations, intended changes and illustrates the dynamics of failures in
military transformation using the roadmap tool. Publication II models military
affairs as a complex, open socio-technical system with three core processes:
force utilisation, force generation, and force support [83]. The research takes
this high-level reference model for military affairs and applies the model for
strategic development, the evolution of forces, and self-evolution of troops.
The data was acquired from literature sources. Therefore, research preferred
a qualitative approach [42, p. 64] for testing the model of the evolution of military affairs with two separate ways:
1. First is a longitudinal case study [105] to find answers to question:
“How well does the hypothetical model explain the evolution of military affairs?”
2. Second is a short quasi-experiment [106] trying to answer to question:
“How feasible the roadmap tool is for an architect when analysing military affairs?”

Figure 9. A model for the architecture of military affairs layer

During the two tests, the experimentation with the model provided the following results:
1. The process model reflects well the evolution in force utilisation and
support but less in force generation. Diversity is typical for newly acquired capability, but gradually battle is forcing to coordinate the efforts of initially separate arms and branches. There is a natural path
towards coordination, i.e. jointness if the combatant command is facing a threat or challenges from a broader spectrum of battle [12].
2. The model for strategic posture helped in defining the posture of each
sampled armed force. However, the military evolution seems more
stagnant than proceeding swiftly, possibly because of the nature of the
national defence strategy.
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3. The military enterprise roadmap EA tool helped to position both outbound and in-house intentions of improvement and provided practical
orientation in the case of the Defence Forces of Finland. In retrospect,
the EA tool could have helped the programme to understand the nature of their real mission and foresee some of the opposing powers.
4. The EA tool could have improved the approach to UK replication
transformation by warning of too equipment oriented approach.
Moreover, the EA tool could have improved decision-making to meet
the opposition when introducing one standard way of doing situational
awareness within diversified troops.
5. Since the transformation of the enterprise is a sum of many parallels
and sequenced efforts, the model is not able to foresee emergent outcomes. Nevertheless, the EA tool can be used in post-analyses to seek
plausible causes for success and failure.
In conclusion, the military affairs architecture tool seemingly helps to understand how confrontational military strategy affects the enterprise structure and
processes. It also contributes to anticipate enterprise transformations between
different process systems both within armed forces and with its stakeholders.
Unfortunately, the research did not cover further the cultural, behavioural or
attitude challenges of a military society on a transformation journey. Therefore,
socio-cultural and strategic studies could improve the model for military affairs
evolution.

3.2

Model for Evolution of Military Knowledge Management business view

Stepping downwards of the TOGAF [48] architecture stack, the core of the business layer includes the enterprise’s way of managing knowledge. The military
sometimes calls this capability as Information Superiority [107]. The research
in Publication III extends the cognitive layer of Perry’s model for Information
Superiority [17]. Using the Choo’s Knowing Organization [71] theory to frame
the process of knowledge management, the roadmap assembles three sub-processes in Figure 10:
x The sense-making model is based on the Cynefin framework [108] but
applies Boyd’s OODA loop [109] and illustrates the evolutionary stages
of known, knowable, complex, and chaotic.
x The roadmap for military decision making follows the stages of authoritarian, shared intent, mission command, collaborative and self-synchronised based on Alberts and Nissen [110] studies on military decision making and Choo’s theory [71] on organisations ways to construct
meaning and make decisions.
x The roadmap for organisational learning merges the theory of Nonaka
[111] with basic education methods [112] and illustrates the evolutionary stages of drilling, understanding, experimenting, and knowledge
creation.
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Evolutionary paths of these three dimensions are defined empirically based
on case studies and a literature survey. The military knowledge creation road
map of interrelated paths combines and simplifies the above three evolutionary
paths.

Figure 10. An evolutionary model for military knowledge creation

The map reveals constraints and opportunities in developing command and
control systems simplified into four scenarios:
1. A force that is defined as drilling with a fixed doctrine, having mostly
authoritative decision making, and preparing mainly for known or
knowable situations. [113]
2. A more flexible force uses a broader variety of command cultures and
prepares mainly for complex situations. [114]
3. A force that prepares to adapt rather than control situation utilises all
ways of command culture and prepares to learn from lessons overnight. [115]
4. A force that wavers between the three cultures above.
Since most of the lessons in implementing military C4I systems are confidential, the public sources provide only the indications of some difficulties, but not
the actual data. Therefore, the model may neglect some essential interdependencies, which could be revealed with the System of systems research approach.
In conclusion, the evolution model for knowledge creation and command and
control is a simple application of complex roadmaps for the behavioural culture
in the military. Besides providing the above given coarse categorisation, the created tool may help organisations to position their current situation and define
future ambitions more granularly. The evaluation indicated that the cultural
scenarios and evolutionary roads improve the understanding of developing
command and control capabilities, especially when projects intend to develop
technical systems in isolation from process transformation.

3.3

Model for Evolution of Military Information Management – information view

The enterprise information is sometimes described as a separate layer between
technology and business [97]. The information layer supports everything that
takes place at the process and knowledge management level. [116] The research
in Publication IV uses the hypothetico-deductive approach [117] in creating a
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linear model for the evolution of information management typical for military
organisations. The means of storing information is one way to define information management in a military information enterprise [102, p. 106]. Publication IV bases the evolutionary model for information storage in the military on
Choo’s model of knowing organisation [71] and improves it with Hidalgo’s philosophy of growing information [118, pp. 165-171]. The roadmap emerges from
the combination of Cook’s [116] ideas for the stages of management of unstructured information and Thorpe et al. views in the evolution of business
knowledge [119]. When the above evolution is aligned with the evolution of information systems [120] and enriched with principles of big data [121], the
roadmap for information management can be defined as the stages of print, file,
folder, page, social media, and semantic content, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11. An evolutionary model for military information management

The research in Publication IV tested and improved the hypothetical model into
an evolutionary roadmap from print to semantic content using a literature survey. The survey enforced the assumed evolutionary path but also revealed many
short cuts and downgrades on the journey to improve military information management. In conclusion, the research proved that there is a model viable to illustrate the evolution of military information management. The evolutionary
roadmap for information management succeeded to explain the chosen military
development cases for both success and failure. Consequently, the roadmap may
help Enterprise Architects in their quest to help to define information strategies
and understand the forces that affect the transformation of socio-technical systems from an information management viewpoint.

3.4

Model for Evolution of Military Information Security – information view

The military appreciates its information and tries to keep it confidential, available, and coherent. Therefore, understanding the evolution of information security supports comprehending the evolution of military information management. The study in Publication V approaches the security architecture with
qualitative research using a systems science approach [122]. The publication
creates an evolutionary theory for IT-security architecture based on two frameworks:
1. A systems evolution model that has been presented in Publication I,
and
2. A trust-based model has been derived from the trust model of Chen
and Gong [123].
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The publication verifies the hypothetic model with literature survey using
mainly military-related sources to create a positive development model for military IT-security. The roadmap follows the evolution of military foundations for
trust in physical, domain, monitor, service, and content, as illustrated in Figure
12. Once the stages were confirmed, a roadmap was exposed to further ratification with military case studies.

Figure 12. An evolutionary model for military IT-security

The tests with case studies ratified the foundational sequence for the evolutionary road. They introduced several events where the military has used revolutionary paths skipping some stages but also cases where they have reversed
down the path, for example, when facing security breaches. Consequently, enterprise architects can approach the evolution challenge starting from any of the
phases of Architecture Development Model [101], define the current situation,
possibilities to reach out different end states, and consider also taking the more
discrete leaps in development. However, the study does not analyse or compare
different security technologies or architectures with each other. As a result, the
evolutionary model of military IT-security helps when analysing the security opportunities or constraints in military transformations.

3.5

Model for Evolution of Military ICT systems – technical view

The technology layer studied in Publication VI composes of networking, computing, and ICT-operations. The research approaches the challenges in ICT-systems architecture and programmes from a post-positivist view trying to create
a new tool with empirical observation and validate the tool with a case study
method. The hypothetical concept uses the logic of general systems science [39]
within Porter’s model for the environment [98]. Publication VI tests the hypothesis with practical experience collected over thirty years in the Defence Forces
of Finland [124] [62]. In order to improve the observation data, two documented sources were used to provide triangulated testing [125]. Once the evolutionary ICT-model was validated, the research generalised it by referring to
similar features found in other military forces and their missions.
The stages of computing roadmap [126] are PC/Mainframe, LAN computing,
Domain computing, Forrest computing, Cloud computing, and Software-defined computing. The equivalent networking roadmap [127] follows the path of
circuit switching, SDH trunks, Mobility and WDM, Roaming, and Software-defined networking. The computing and networking roadmaps have proven feasi-
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ble in modelling also ICT-infrastructure changes in other Armed Forces. Binding the technical layers together and extending towards the ICT related business
model, the ICT-operations defines the following evolutionary stages: Element
management, System management, Service management, and Value chain
management. The roadmap was modelled using a combination of ITIL, eTOM
and supply chain models applied aligned with layers of ITU-T management
framework [92]. Figure 13 illustrates the combined evolution of military networks, computing, and ICT-Operations.

Figure 13. An evolutionary model for military ICT infrastructure and operations

In conclusion, the research shows that the evolution of military ICT-technology
can be modelled, and EA practitioners can find forces that explain the possible
fast tracks or deep ditches that military has faced when adopting fast developing
information and communications technology. Naturally, the model for the evolution of technical layers requires frequent updates to keep up with evolving
technology.

3.6

Summary - Integrated Enterprise Architecture Tool to Model
the Evolution of Military Enterprise

The section merges the previously introduced (Sections 3.1-3.5) component
level artefacts into an integrated model illustrating the enterprise stack and evolutionary paths for the transformation of the military enterprise in Publication
VII. TOGAF Technical Reference Model [128] defines the graphical and taxonomical representation of the enterprise artefacts and their relations. Figure 14
describes the simplified reference graph and taxonomy of a military enterprise
produced in Publication VI to integrate artefacts for this research. The traditional reference model [103] of infrastructure, applications, information, business processes and strategy defines the order of the components. Infrastructure
(networking, computing, and ICT Operations) enable the applications (information) to service the process layer (sense-making, decision making and learning) which enables but is also framed by the strategic layer (process and posture). The layers of a Military Enterprise are affected by the environment and,
because of conflictual nature, by emphasised requirements for information security. Only ICT-Operations at the infrastructure level and organisational learning at the business level are somewhat outside of the enterprise stack because of
their broader effect on other components on the model.
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Figure 14. A technical reference graph and taxonomy for a military enterprise

With the guidance of the TOGAF reference model and the reference graph in
Figure 14, the research in Publication VII integrates the previously studied evolutionary layers into a military enterprise model in Figure 15. The previously
extracted organisational learning and ICT-Operations components are integrated into the enterprise stack as evolutionary layers to address the usability
requirements. Therefore, the graph emphasises the alignment of evolutionary
steps from left to right of each chosen component in the cost of the perfect taxonomical relationship.
The evolutionary emphasis allows enterprise architects to analyse the current
situation (AS-IS) of a military enterprise and intended strategic end states (TOBE) while recognising more explicit the forces affecting the transformation of
an enterprise system:
1. Macro-Environmental [98] [73] forces affect all parts of the military
enterprise, e.g. national security policy or potential adversary, as explained in Publication II.
2. Doctrinal or institutionalised micro-environmental [14] forces affecting top-down the whole system, e.g. diversified force structure or intention for joint operations, as explained in Publication II.
3. Accelerating or prohibiting forces within each component layer [68],
e.g. mistrust in security measures or emerging technical solution, as
explained in Publication I.
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4. Technological emergent forces [129] that are affecting the system from
bottom-up, either enabling or preventing the transformation, as explained in Publications V and VI.

Figure 15. The integrated evolutionary model with force vectors affecting the transformation of
military enterprise

With the graph and forces illustrated in Figure 15, the EA practitioner can first
define the strategic intention of the analysed “BLUE” -military in the competition of national defence, whether they are evolutionary in improving just
enough to keep up with the competition, aim for operational dominance, reach
out to be the pathfinder, or just trying to protect already achieved posture. Secondly, the practitioner will analyse the existing and future status of the enterprise processes, whether the performance is gained through separate and diversified arms, standardised processes but separate units, more unified forces
working together or trying to coordinate diverse forces into joint operations.
These forces will frame (forces 1 and 2) all the underneath layers of the enterprise. Therefore, either driving or preventing the transformation. Thirdly, the
practitioner shall analyse each layer of process, information, and technology as
the evolutionary path of AS-IS towards TO-BE. Fourthly, the practitioner shall
see how the bottom layers either enable or prevent the transformation of the
upper layers. As a result, the EA tool addresses the deficiencies in existing architecture frameworks pointed out in Section 2.4 as follows:
x The four forces and the knowledge-driven [49] evolutionary model address the challenges of dynamics [88] of the socio-technical enterprise
adaptation to changes.
x The enterprise posture model addresses the request to extend the enterprise [89], including the effect of the environment and the value
stream.
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Following the design research method, the next chapter demonstrates the feasibility of the integrated EA tool and proofs the hypothesis in practice.
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4. Demonstration of the Enterprise Architecture Tool

The analysis of the EA tool divides into two separate case studies of military
transformation. First, in Publication VII, a group of architects applied the EA
tool for assessment in three different military transformation cases in hindsight. Secondly, in Publication VIII, the second group of architects applied the
EA tool to analyse the opportunities and constraints for applying artificial intelligence in the military in foresight. The demonstration uses both post and pro
approaches to show the validity of the EA tool over an extended period of 2004
– 2025 in various military enterprises. Finally, the chapter summarises the results and evaluates the feasibility of the proposed EA tool, especially in the area
of military enterprise architecture.

4.1

Using the Enterprise Architecture Tool in Military Transformation

In Publication VII, the EA tool post-change demonstration included experimentation where a group of seasoned enterprise architects analysed three different military transformations after their implementation. Request for participation was sent to five known enterprise architects with extensive experience in
military transformations and their architecture definitions. Three of the recipients accepted the challenge. The aim was to evaluate the designed EA tool in
two measurable dimensions:
1. Ability to define stages on the EA and foresee the transformation challenges of evolution [87] and forces of change from within and outside
of the enterprise [130],
2. Ability to focus efforts over the three phases of organisational change
(Unfreeze, move, and refreeze) [131, pp. 120-123].
The research included three military case studies which presented different
views of military transformation (Blue – holistic transformation, Red – ICT infrastructure, and Orange – Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP) to provide variation and different eras for the more longitudinal base. The sample of architects
in experimentation remained small but very experienced in military enterprise
design and analyses. Each architect used EA tool to locate the starting point for
transformation (AS-IS), and the achieved end state (TO-BE) in every three
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cases. Figure 16 shows one sample of analyses of the Blue case. The practitioner
in the case study has defined the strategic intention of the Blue Force to be evolutionary and process improvement, aiming both towards joint operations and
unified effort. Then the practitioner moves to define the AS-IS situation (in
black) of each layer on their specific journey of evolution. Understanding better
the strategic intention and the evolutionary path Blue has taken until 2004, the
practitioner proceeds in forecasting the journey towards TO-BE state (2008 in
blue). The practitioner assesses both opportunities and obstacles on the journey, not only on each layer but also considering the interdependency between
layers. For example, Blue would not be able to transform further than page
phase in information management because its culture is not matured enough at
the folder level to reach towards enterprise social media level of collaboration.

Figure 16. Sample of using EA tool in analysing the transformation journey

The EA tool appeared to do well in defining the evolutionary nature of military
enterprise on all its layers. The experiment with the data from three case studies
showed that the EA model performs well in the fundamental enterprise architecture analyses of AS-IS and TO-BE, especially concerning C4I and ERP related
transformations. All the three experimenters were able to analyse and map both
the current position and an intended end state for all three cases. In 80% of the
cases, the participant architects were able to recognise the evolutionary forces
affecting the development of each layer of enterprise structure. There was a partial outcome only concerning the relationship between a system and its environ-
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ment. At least one of the architects was able to find causalities between the different force fields of change and provided advice in that concern. The EA tool
also appeared to address all the phases of organisational change since every architect was able to point improvements through the whole process of change
management. In eight events out of 15, the architects were able to give advice in
all phases of change (Unfreeze, Move, and Refreeze). Most (4 out of 6) of the
challenges emerged when architects were analysing the effect of environmental
forces and within the evolution of knowledge management. Table 5 presents the
results of the experimentation.
Table 5. Results from demonstrating the EA tool in three cases of military transformations

Case studies in two dimensions of evolution and
change /

Evolutionary Challenges in
transformations

EA model value in Change
Management
(U: Unfreeze, M: Move, R: Refreeze)

Evolutionary force vectors

Blue

Red

Orange

Blue

Red

Orange

Environment – System

2/3

3/3

2/3

U/M/-

U/M/-

U/M/R

Evolution through
knowledge management
path

3/3

3/3

2/3

U/M/R

-/M/-

-/M/-

Evolution through information management path

3/3

3/3

3/3

U/-/R

U/M/R

U/M/R

Evolution through ICT
technology paths

3/3

3/3

3/3

-/M/R

U/M/R

U/M/R

Interlayer forces and their
effects

3/3

3/3

3/3

U/M/R

U/M/R

U/M/R

In conclusion, the results in Publication VII indicate that the proposed EA
model helps the military enterprise architects in recognising both evolutionary
and change forces within a military enterprise. In hindsight, the architects could
have provided more profound advice with using the EA tool to mitigate some of
the challenges that were recorded during the three cases of military transformation.

4.2

Using the Enterprise Architecture Tool in Analysing the Adaptation of Artificial Intelligence

In Publication VIII, the EA tool demonstration included experimentation where
a group of three enterprise architects analysed how an armed force (called the
Blue Force, BF) could gain benefits by utilising features of Artificial Intelligence
(AI). The architects were all seasoned practitioners of EA minimum at the level
of 1, according to the Open Group Certified Architect program (The Open
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Group, 2012). Furthermore, they each have over ten years of experience in architecting military enterprises from both technical and business viewpoints. The
particular focus in Publication VIII was on three areas of AI: man-machine interface, analytics, and image recognition [132]. The demonstration aimed to apply the EA tool in three measurable features of an architecture:
1. Enterprise journey to its current posture, capabilities, and structure
[133],
2. Forces that may help or hinder the BF in their further developments
[134], and
3. Ability to address the AI-specific [135, pp. 95-109] opportunities or
challenges and how they may be exploited or mitigated [68].
The demonstration included two parts based on the data collection from the
BF case. First, helped by the illustrative map like in Figure 17, the test group did
define the journey on each layer but also recognised the driving or preventing
forces between the layers. Moreover, the test group did address the three EA
model-specific challenges of recognising the interconnections, gathering data to
foresee better the future opportunities and obstacles, and creating an evolutionary roadmap for the military enterprise. Figure 17 gives a sample of the normalised results of assessing the journeys of AI application in each layer of enterprise
structure. An EA practitioner recognises the Blue Force intention to move towards operational dominance, but having a long journey getting diversified processes more interoperable and information shared. Technology, in this case,
seems not to be the obstacle, but main challenges may emerge from information
management and way of command and control.

Figure 17. A sample of AI Tool demonstration in analysing opportunities to apply Artificial Intelligence
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Second, the group did analyse the BF opportunities and challenges in acquiring
AI-based capabilities as a continuum for their previous assessment. Table 6 present the data of their analysis and answers quantified and categorised into the
four areas (culture, process, data, and technology) of AI-related concerns. When
using the EA tool, the test group did recognise opportunities and challenges in
all four categories of AI-specific concerns. Furthermore, the group did identify
both negative (Con) and positive (Pro) dependencies (i.e. forces) between the
layers of elements when applying AI features.
Table 6. Demonstrated opportunities and challenges in enhancing the Blue Force with the features

of AI

Area of Concern
Cultural
Process
Data
Technology

Opportunities
3
3
0
1

Challenges
2
0
2
0

Inter-layer Dependencies
1 Con
1 Pro
1 Con
1 Pro

In conclusion, the outcome indicates that the EA tool supports the architecture
analysis broader than the legacy frameworks, e.g. TOGAF or NAF. Moreover,
the EA tool supports the analyses of enterprise inter-layer dependencies that
may either accelerate or hinder the intended development. Furthermore, the EA
tool seems to help practitioners in identifying points of advance (opportunities)
and points of opposition (challenges) for the use in transformation roadmap
particularly in this case of pervasive utilisation of AI technology.

4.3

Evaluation of the Feasibility of the Enterprise Architecture
Tool

Following the process of design research [51], this section evaluates how well
the artefact (EA tool) supports the solution to the problems of modelling an
open, complex adaptive, socio-technical, military system of systems as introduced in sections 1.2 and 2. The feasibility of the EA tool is measured both from
practical and theoretical viewpoint against the empirical results from two
demonstrations in case studies A and B explained in sections 4.1 (Publication
VII) and 4.2 (Publication VIII). The practical feasibility assesses whether the EA
tool fits into the toolbox of EA practitioners. The research measures EA tool
against the specific expectations defined in the problem statement and against
generic expectations for all EA frameworks and models. Evaluation against the
specific expectations shows in Table 7 that the EA tool:
x Addresses all specific practical issues in the original problem statement, and
x Appears not to improve remarkably (only 53%) the EA related pieces
of advice in change management.
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Table 7. Evaluation against practical but application-specific criteria

Specific criteria for improved EA
Finding and explaining the
interconnections between
enterprise components
Ability to foresee challenges and opportunities
on the future transformation journey
Ability to support change
management through its
phases of unfreeze, move,
and refreeze
Ability to apply emerging
technologies like AI
through the enterprise
structure

Demonstration A

Demonstration B

Improved ability in 80%
of cases to illustrate better the forces affecting
the transformation
Only in 20% of cases, the
foreseeing was partial

Only in 12.5% of cases,
there were difficulties in
finding interconnections

Improved ability in 53%
of cases to provide better advice

Only in 12,5% of cases,
there were difficulties in
defining the evolutionary
roadmap
Not measured

Not measured

Only in 12,5% of cases,
there were some challenges in defining the relevant components to use
AI. All testers were able
to recognise issues and
provide ways for mitigation.
Evaluation against the generic expectations combined from TOGAF [91] value
proposal and Whittle and Myrick’s [100] requirements for Enterprise Architecture show in Table 8 that the EA tool:
x Addresses 80% of the generic criteria for EA framework or model
based on data collected during experimentations and case studies, but
x Did not meet two out of eleven criteria, precisely the Speed to market
and Return on investment, since the testing was arranged only in
cross-sectional [52] manner.
Table 8. Combined TOGAF and Whittle & Myrick criteria for benefits of EA models

Generic expectations for EA benefits
1.Strategic alignment

Demonstration A
Yes

Demonstration B
Yes

2.Efficient business
operation

Yes

Yes

3.Customer-centric
focus

Yes

Yes

Further explanation
Illustrates the alignment of
strategy, vision and objectives on a roadmap via
milestones of transformation
Agility, easier change management, improved
productivity
Value to customer view
first to overcome cost-only
and internal politics views
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Generic expectations for EA benefits
4.Strategy to results
connectivity

Demonstration A
Yes

Demonstration B
Yes

Further explanation

The tool helps the transformation of people, processes and technology layers using realistic milestones on the journey.
5.Speed to market
Not measNot measEnsures the new value to
ured
ured
market faster than competitors
6.Return to investNot measNot
Reduced complexity of
ment
ured
measures
structure, maximum ROI,
sourcing flexibility
7.Team synergy
Yes
Not measPlace where managers and
ured
employees can freely express their ideas and agree
on ways and ends.
8.Less rework and
Yes
Yes
Illustrate results, outwaste
comes, interfaces, and relationships
9.Reduce risks for
Not measYes
Reduced risks in TCO in fufuture investments
ture investments
ured
10.Continuous imNot measNot measProvides results from metprovement and
ured
ured
rics and operational data
feedback
to adjust development
11. More effective
Yes
Yes
More digital capabilities,
and efficient Digital
lower software developTransformation and
ment costs, improved inIT Operations
teroperability, improved
security
Based on the demonstration data, the EA tool seems to meet both the specific
and general requirements for a practical EA method at a sufficient level. Therefore, it may find a place in the toolbox of many military practitioners of Enterprise Architecture. Conversely, the practical feasibility testing did not provide
sufficient evidence from the following viewpoints:
x Foreseeing how the disrupting innovations in technology or military
affairs may emerge and affect the organisations and capabilities of the
armed forces. The research included only testing with opportunities of
Artificial Intelligence and did not extend to the implementation or final effects of AI in military transformation.
x The granularity of the EA tool is not adequate to model how efforts in
continuous quality improvement, LEAN development, and DevOps
may evolve the military capabilities.
x The test did not model or demonstrate the financial dimension, which
left out an essential source of means for transformation strategy.
The theoretical coherency of the EA tool is vital in accepting the method to the
EA Base of Knowledge. This research uses logical verification to evaluate the
theoretical coherency of the hypothesis, but there is room for further studies to
falsify [136] it from different viewpoints and with different cases. However, the
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research data shows that there are more forces (drive, entropy, friction and resistance) effecting and ways to gain the knowledge (preadaptation, adaptation
and exaptation) for the evolution of the enterprise than those recognised in the
theory of path-dependency. Therefore, the hypothesis using a knowledge-driven
evolutionary model in Figure 4 extends the theoretical understanding of the
transformation of an enterprise.
The contemporary military theories are focusing mostly on force utilisation on
a battlefield. Vego [12, pp. VIII-3-5] studies operational functions and sees the
evolution of military enterprise mainly from isolated arms towards joint operation capabilities. Whereas, the tested hypothesis of this research includes force
generation and force support as enablers for force utilisation. Biddle [40, pp.
73-75], on the other hand, builds his theory based on two categories of force
systems: modern and non-modern and confrontation studies between them.
The theory tested in this research provides military analysers more detailed systemic model in Figure 5 to define the value streamed capabilities of military
force. Bousquet [80] recognises the effects of industrialisation, computerisation, and information in the military capabilities and further the increasing
complexity and chaos in a confrontation of forces. Similarly, the theory evaluated in this research builds on the evolution powered by technical military innovations. However, it provides a more granular model to study the effects of
information technology as fundamental for military command and control processes in the context of both strategic posture and enterprise process evolution
illustrated in Figure 9.
The practice of EA has pointed out that the current frameworks and models
for military enterprise architecture do not support modelling the military value
stream or recognise more than a linear model for evolution in Table 4. The
model created in this research extends beyond the boundaries of an organisation, recognises the inter-dependency relations between enterprise components, and provides a model that supports, besides the linear extrapolation, also
more revolutionary ways to either improve or degrade the ways of military affairs in Figure 15. Consequently, the EA tool is addressing the Ulrich &
McWhorter [41, pp. 67-76] demand for EA model transparency both in retrospective (Publication VII) and prospective view (Publication VIII). However, the
current status of the theoretical model and its testing does not address the following viewpoints in the architecture of military affairs:
x The flux and emergent behaviour of a more complex environment of
conflict (e.g., swarming of specialised entities [80, pp. 210-233], hybrid threats [137], or foundationally the asymmetric approach to warfare [138, p. 78]).
x The entirety of military processes as the research focuses on core command and control processes.
x The effect of society and government in a prolonged conflict where casualties are accumulating, political agendas changing, or national spirit
faltering as conceived in Clausewitz triangle [73].
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The previous chapters identified the problem, set the objectives for the solution,
designed the EA tool, demonstrated the EA tool in practice and, finally, evaluated the feasibility of the proposed EA tool. The research story is illustrated in
Figure 18. The primary challenge was to improve the architecture modelling of
a military enterprise through deepening the understanding of the forces of dynamics and interrelationships between its sub-systems (components) and environment over time. The research addresses the observed challenges in military
transformations through solving the three foundational gaps in contemporary
military enterprise architecture work deductively:
1. How can a model of the evolution of an enterprise consider the transformative opportunities or challenges of military affairs?
2. How to model military affairs since its purpose is the projection of
force in a conflict situation and not “business” according to the contemporary architecture models?
3. How to model enterprise as “continuous flux of events and processes”
rather than the “building block” ontology in contemporary architecture models?
With these frameworks, the research inductively studied first each layer of
military enterprise and constructed their evolution model. Secondly, the research composed a two-dimensional architecture tool through cycles of practical testing and theoretical modelling. Thirdly, the research tested the EA tool in
two scenarios: post-analysis of transformation and pre-analysis of possible futures.
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Figure 18. The research storyline

The following sections discuss the implications (both scientific and practical) of
the EA tool, assessment of reliability & validity of the research, recommendations for future research and finally, concludes.

5.1

Theoretical Implications

The research created three hypotheses in the quest of improving enterprise architecture modelling, especially in a military environment:
1. The improved knowledge creation model would explain the evolution
of enterprise clearer than previously used models,
2. By understanding the evolutionary forces, an enterprise architect
could overcome the static and linear nature of contemporary architecture models, and
3. Approaching military affairs from a value stream viewpoint would help
in using basic business architecture models to describe the interrelationships between military-specific functions in confrontation and national defence policy.
The research merged the Mokyr’s [49] basic knowledge creation model with
modular exaptation from Andriani [69], preadaptation from Cattani [70], and
Choo’s [71] model for a knowing organisation to a coherent model and applied
it in studying the enterprise evolution in the context of a system of systems. The
new model of knowledge creation based evolution introduces an alternative
method to existing models of evolution [58] [65] and improves them. Firstly, by
recognising the possibility of revolutionary change. Secondly, by recognising an
incremental, unplanned development of a system of systems. The latter approach may be beyond the comprehension of the existing models.
The research defined evolutionary forces (drive, entropy, friction, and resistance) in a way that helped practitioners to explain the dependencies between
layers and components of the system of systems architecture. Therefore, the research contributes to more dynamic and extended architecture models and
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meets the requirements of Ulrich [41, p. 155] for more transformational architecture model. However, the demonstration in the first case study did not provide a considerable perception of improvement among the practitioners in advising on change management. As a result, the EA tool requires more work in
the field of change management.
The value stream approach in military affairs explains the strategic, cultural
and value chain dependencies more apparent than existing models of military
forces since they mainly focus on force utilisation and the confrontation with
opposing armed forces. The theory behind the EA tool includes the force support and generation besides the force utilisation emphasised by Vego [12]. The
model provides a more extensive systematic way to analyse the capabilities of
opposing forces than Biddle’s [40] confrontation approach. Furthermore, the
theory of the EA tool builds on the Bousquet’s [80] evolution of complexity.
However, it provides a more granular way to study the dynamics between the
enterprise layers of people, processes, and technology.

5.2

Practical Implications

According to the findings in Section 4.3, the EA tool appears to improve the success of enterprise architects in assessing the situation of military enterprise, recognising the possible positive and negative forces affecting its evolutionary development, and defining more specific insights to support the strategic ambitions. The two demonstrations of the EA tool in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 illustrates
that an enterprise architect could find the EA tool useful in their analysis. Nevertheless, the enterprise architecture itself is just a way to improve understanding the military enterprise and model its transformation. The decision making
is the ultimate customer for this improved insight, and the EA tool may improve
the understanding, for example, at levels of:
x National Defence Strategy and Policy planning, where the EA tool enabled military analysis, of both own and potential adversaries’ capabilities and abilities to transform, may provide a crucial foresight of the
future scenarios.
x As the Transformation Commanders continue implementing their
change projects, a practitioner with the EA tool may provide foresight
to seize opportunities and mitigate obstacles better than before when
armed only with architecture components made for a snapshot in time.
x Armed Forces need to maintain and develop Operational Capabilities,
which require an understanding of the interaction between people,
processes, and technology. The EA tool may help in creating insights
of dynamic interrelationships that the DOTMLPFII -model [139, p. 9],
currently used in defining the requirements and testing the thoroughness of the development programme, cannot comprehend.
x Recently, to gain capabilities from digital transformation, the Armed
Forces are approaching the defence industry with the invitation for
‘systems integrator’. For example, the UK MoD started Project Morpheus in 2019 and asked a systems integrator to compose and integrate
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a “single information environment through a fully integrated operational information system which is seamless from the barracks, headquarters to the individual soldier, and based on an open, delaminated
architecture” [140]. The EA tool may provide a defence systems integrator with a method to improve the change of success in implementing, layer by layer, a system of systems that will change the way of warfighting from a single soldier to highest headquarters.
x The continuous change of the programmable military system of systems in operation that integrates agile development [141] and development operations [142] requires a better understanding of the dependencies between the architecture layers. The EA tool may help in acquiring these insights and support the board of change management to
foresee the possible unintended effects through the whole system
while changing one small component.
The presented EA tool is tuned in for European-type, smaller armed forces
since the data used in testing were extracted mainly from these types of sources.
Therefore, further tuning and tailoring are required to use the EA tool in modelling larger forces (e.g. the US or China) or different military cultures (e.g. Russian, Asian, or African). The EA tool, in its current format, can help military
enterprise architects to find deeper causality in analysing the development of
military enterprises and better understand the evolutionary forces within the
organisation. The model also helps architects to recognise efforts needed in the
implementation of the particular change, in order to overcome the possible immunity for change.

5.3

Reliability and Validity

The transdisciplinary approach of this research applies quality controls at different levels and dimensions. The foremost qualitative reliability [42, pp. 201202] control used consistently through the whole research was balancing the
research method for each focus area under the umbrella of the design science.
The balancing control helped to keep the deductive approach intended while
focusing intensely into applying appropriate discipline and its more inductive
research methods. While the long experience gained through decades in the
field of practising enterprise architecture provided a longitudinal control, it may
also have created a bias towards the defence of smaller nations (e.g. Nordic
countries and Australia) rather than global military force projectors (e.g. US,
China, Russia). The research tried to balance this bias by using available references from UK and US Armed Forces.
The research maintained qualitative validity using the following means to
evaluate the findings in focused research parts:
x Triangulation of data sources focused research activities when applicable, for example, restricted data from the Armed Forces was compared with public data, and trend findings from one force were correlated with other Armed Forces or organisations.
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x

Several members of the research team checked all the findings and
gave their feedback both to focus papers and final compilation.
x Through the five-year work, the researchers recognised two significant
sources of bias: a small number of participants in experimentations
and tendency to see results through lenses of seasoned practitioners
representing smaller Armed Forces. These biases have been addressed
in each focus work and, eventually, in the compilation.
x The primary research compiles eight focus works reviewed and presented in several discipline-specific conferences to gain quality control
from external auditors. The feedback has been collected and included
in the main compilation.
Following the nature of design science [43, pp. 97-100], the proposed EA tool
was demonstrated in two separate case studies using different measurement
systems. In both cases, the EA tool provided better understanding to practitioners and, in their opinion, met the standard criteria for transformation, modelling, and enterprise architecture.
The research follows deontological principles [45, p. 121] in sustaining the anonymity of data acquired from a particular Armed Forces. The sensitivity of
sponsors data sustained its integrity through all phases of the research. Furthermore, most of the Armed Forces specifics were collected from open sources,
and, naturally, processed transparently. In other dimensions, the research applies teleological principles balancing between the ends and ways. For example,
the practitioners involved in the experimentations had access to all the possible
advice to ensure their successful completion of the exercise. The only deception
applied in the experimentations was to protect the confidentiality of the data
provided by the Armed Forces. Each experiment started with similar pre-briefings to all practitioners, acquiring the consent from participants, and later concluded with debriefing and asking practitioners views on the findings presented
in the focus papers. All experimenters adopted the same privacy policy and remained in anonymity in published documents. All results were shared between
at least two independent reviewers together with the findings and conclusions
to minimise the speculative interpretation, fabrication of data, and capitalising
on the change. The small number of practitioners in the demonstration phase
of research was a practical limitation and introduced a bias. Therefore, the second demonstrator widened the scope emphasising the future viewpoint and increased the number of practitioners.
The researcher is aware of the limitations of the EA tool in two dimensions:
scaling and entirety. The scaling limitation includes two constraints. Firstly, the
EA tool may not scale from the small force system (i.e. a small nation with tens
or a few hundreds of thousands of troops) to a more significant force (i.e. millions of troops). The forces and architecture may be the same, but their interdependency may behave differently. Secondly, the EA tool may not scale from its
view of national sovereign defence to a global projection of force because the
research may not cover the vast complexity of the volume of military components, resources and friction between systems involved in large scale force projection. The last limitation stems from the research focus on military sense and
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decision-making processes. Thus, the EA tool may not apply to other processes
like logistics, training, engagement, and fires.

5.4

Recommendations for Further Research in Military Affairs

The EA tool appears to be worthwhile in case evaluations, but due to limited
access to confidential military data, there is room for specific testing of the tool.
It may appear fruitful to use the EA tool with confidential data of a particular
Armed Forces and create better insights into the forces affecting the transformation. Each military enterprise should create an EA tool tailored for their functions, behaviour, system, and environment. The western military thinking and
values define the cultural context of this research. Other philosophies and cultures may require an entirely different approach. It would be interesting to see
if the evolution of Chinese or Indian military enterprises does reflect the current
findings.
The author continues to use the EA tool in consulting different armed forces
in their quest to utilise Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, and other
emerging technologies to accelerate their Digital Transformations. Although
consulting remains confidential, there is a possibility to collect more data from
different cases. Hopefully, the future work will improve the model and extend
the evolution roadmap towards the possibilities of the next decade and more indepth understanding of forces effecting the enterprise’s ability to change. The
author’s future research will concentrate on modelling and simulation of the
military as a system of systems using the systems thinking in a quest to find
more hidden forces affecting transformations. Optimistically, simulations will
provide opportunities to observe the EA tool in a more controlled manner and
to limit some of the powers of change.

5.5

Recommendations for Further Research in Other Areas of
Business

The EA tool designed in this research applies best to military affairs. However,
some public organisations or private enterprise networks may have “conservative” culture like military or lacking the unity of the development command. For
instance, a well-networked business of several enterprises may find the EA tool
business model familiar, and the technical infrastructure of different organisations varied over the spectrum of evolution presented in the EA tool. Like military organisations, private enterprises are not homogenous in structure everywhere in the world. The business that is not applying the edge technology may
find the EA tool helpful in foreseeing the challenges of their planned digital
transformation.
The theoretical models, for evolutionary forces and their presentation as TOGAF extensions developed in this research, should apply well in the understanding of any enterprise architecture challenges. The knowledge-driven evolution
becomes more evident as the economies become more knowledge dependent.
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Therefore, the three ways (preadaptation, adaptation, and exaptation) of evolution discovered in this study explain the future evolution of any enterprise. The
interdependencies between the architecture layers are generic. Therefore, the
EA tool should explain well the data collected from the enterprise’s past evolution and help to see future paths.
Since the EA tool was tested only with military-specific data, further research
needs to ascertain if private or other public enterprises digitalisation follow similar evolutionary paths. The sample of testers in case studies remained small.
Therefore, the bias in results is probable. Additional testing with a larger group
of architects with variable levels of competency may reveal those gaps. The research uses Lewin’s simplistic force fields [131, pp. 120-123] to model the phases
of change. More dynamic change models may reveal new views and extend the
study. The different approach may reveal additional hidden force vectors affecting the transformation.

5.6

Conclusions

The Enterprise Architecture Tool for military enterprises simplified in Figure
19, arises from studying the knowledge-driven evolution of an enterprise (evolutionary steps within each layer), military affairs from a value stream view
(strategic posture and process performance), and improving the TOGAF ability
to model complex adaptive systems (forces effecting within and from outside of
a military enterprise).

Figure 19. Overview of the designed EA tool
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The research started from a challenge to understand and provide improved explanations of military enterprise development to military decision-makers. It
ended as a five-year research and model creation journey with this dissertation
as one of the milestones. The dissertation has given an account of design research from a pragmatic worldview seeking improvement for the practice of enterprise architecture, particularly in the military environment. Meanwhile, the
author’s practice of EA consulting has been continuously improved as each piece
of the model was realised during the research journey. The parallel work on theory and in practice has also provided a fruitful environment for dialogue and
feedback essential when improving the understanding of open complex adaptive systems.
The research addressed the three observed gaps in modelling the architecture
of a military enterprise, namely:
1. Challenge in modelling the dynamics related to the evolution of military enterprise was solved by developing and utilising a knowledgecreation driven model for the evolution of the socio-technical system.
2. Challenge of partial models for military affairs was solved composing
a military affairs model from applicable business models and improving the understanding of the military as a value stream.
3. Constraints of the existing enterprise architecture models in explaining the evolution of multilayer value streams were solved by designing
an EA tool that supports the EA practitioners to analyse the military
enterprise and define the transformation journey with opportunities
and obstacles better than before.
The research designed an EA tool for military EA practitioners. When demonstrating and evaluating the EA tool, it appeared to fulfil the standard requirements for an EA model satisfactorily, addressed the particular challenges in
modelling the dynamics of enterprise evolution, and did well in advising how to
implement the features of artificial intelligence in a military system.
With both theoretical and practical impacts, the research provides potential
advantages to ways of:
x Analyse the strategic transformation ability of both adversary and own
military forces.
x Plan and implement a successful, holistic transformation in the military.
x Require and build more integrated operational capabilities based on a
layered system of systems architectures.
x Manage small changes in the continuous development of military capabilities.
x Improve the integration of existing systems and components of military force.
The practical EA tool has already improved the quality of consulting within the
groups that the author is working.
Like any research, this study has its limitations and, therefore, opens opportunities for further research endeavours. The research left the EA tool tailored
particularly for European, smaller Armed Forces. Therefore, application for
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larger forces or with different organisational cultures requires further research
and tuning of the EA tool. Furthermore, the results in change management were
not remarkable due to the simple change model, a small amount of case data,
and the number of practitioners participating in demonstrations. There is room
for applying the EA tool in more thorough transformations, and possibly, to further mature the tool over time. The author will continue improving the theory
through modelling and simulation of the military system of systems in order to
better understand the dynamic forces within complex systems. The author also
plans to apply the EA tool in a wider variety of military transformations to improve the usability of the tool.
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space and time of confrontation compared to an adversary. Enterprise
Architecture should provide methods and competencies to gain more
understanding of trans formations and improve the success of these
journeys. However, military transformations have a record of a variety
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